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Achieving community-wide savings with Pulse™ Energy Manager
With a desire to become the greenest First Nation in Canada,
the town of Hartley Bay uses Pulse Energy Manager to save
power and promote energy intelligence.
Residents have reduced annual community energy use by
15% by using the software to:
• Identify energy anomalies
• Locate operational inefficiencies
• Ensure persistence of savings

Hartley Bay’s Efficiency Program
Located 650 km (400 mi) from the nearest major city, Hartley Bay is only accessible
via boat or float plane. The isolated town operates as its own utility, producing
100% of its energy from diesel fuelled generators. After receiving funding from
Sustainable Development Technology Canada and the Innovative Clean Energy
Fund, the residents initiated an efficiency program to save energy and money.
The main program elements are:
Installing smart meters and
Pulse Energy Manager
Promoting energy awareness

“

Our community owned
utility answers to our
citizens and must ensure
that energy supply and
demand funds are used
in the most cost effective
manner. Working with
Pulse Energy to validate
the energy and financial
savings was clearly the
right decision.
David Benton

”

Manager of Special Projects
Hartley Bay

Providing training to local
energy managers

Want to learn more about Pulse Energy?
E-mail us at info@pulseenergy.com or call +1 877 331 0530
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Unlocking Savings with Pulse Energy Manager
Identifying Anomalies
An overloaded transformer presented a hidden danger and
continually wasted energy. Real time energy analysis immediately
uncovered the anomaly, allowing the community to repair the
issue. The result was a prolonged lifespan of the transformer and
savings of $4,000 per year.

Locating Operational Inefficiencies
The local energy management team used Pulse Energy Manager
to identify operational inefficiencies in the community center. As a
result, the team installed programmable thermostats and energy
consumption was reduced by 16% yearly.

Ensuring Persistence of Savings
The community used Pulse Energy Manager to assess the demand
profile of the town and found that operating two diesel powered
generators at the same time was unnecessary. The town revised its
generator dispatch schedule, and saved over $77,000 per year.

Results
The efficiency program yielded positive results throughout the community, achieving a
15% reduction in yearly electrical demand and a program cost recovery of only three
years. Customer satisfaction increased thanks to improvements in grid reliability and
education about energy usage. The town of Hartley Bay continues to use Pulse Energy
Manager to save money and energy.
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